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Research Article

Dielectrophoretic trapping of nanoparticles
with an electrokinetic nanoprobe

A high aspect ratio 3D electrokinetic nanoprobe is used to trap polystyrene particles
(200 nm), gold nanoshells (120 nm), and gold nanoparticles (mean diameter 35 nm)
at low voltages (<1 Vrms). The nanoprobe is fabricated using room temperature self-
assembly methods, without the need for nanoresolution lithography. The nanoprobe (150–
500 nm in diameter, 2–150 �m in length) is mounted on the end of a glass micropipette,
enabling user-specified positioning. The nanoprobe is one electrode within a point-and-
plate configuration, with an indium–tin oxide cover slip serving as the planar electrode.
The 3D structure of the nanoprobe enhances dielectrophoretic capture; further, electro-
hydrodynamic flow enhances trapping, increasing the effective trapping region. Numerical
simulations show low heating (1 K), even in biological media of moderate conductivity
(1 S/m).
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1 Introduction

The ability to capture, translate, and assemble nanoparticles
is important for material characterization techniques and the
self-assembly of artificial architectures [1–3]. Various opti-
cal [4], thermal [5], and electrokinetic [6–8] techniques have
been developed for colloidal concentration and assembly of
colloids; however, increasingly higher power inputs (opti-
cal, thermal, and/or electrical) are needed to overcome the
disturbing effects of Brownian motion. Fabrication of mi-
crosystems with nanometer features can capture particles at
lower power inputs; however, equipment to create devices
with nanometer resolution can be expensive. For example,
the cost of electron-beam lithography systems can be more
than a few million US dollars and the system requires fre-
quent servicing [9].

DEP is the translational motion of liquid-suspended po-
larizable particles by the application of spatially nonuniform
(typically AC) electric fields. The magnitude and direction of
DEP is dependent on the dielectric properties of the particle
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Abbreviations: ACEO, AC electroosmosis; nDEP, negative
DEP; pDEP, positive DEP; RMS, root mean square

and its polarizability with respect to the field. Colloids may
be attracted to regions of high field gradients (positive DEP
or pDEP) or they may be repelled from these regions (nega-
tive DEP or nDEP). DEP has been extensively investigated in
the past few decades corresponding with the maturation of
microfabrication methods. DEP fundamental theory is well
established [10, 11] and it has various applications to biology
[12,13] including the trapping of red blood cells [14], bacteria
[15], and DNA [6]. There has been a developing thrust in ap-
plying DEP for the trapping of nanoparticles and synthesis of
nanomaterials [16–19].

There are a variety of techniques in which DEP has been
applied to microsystems [20]. The most prevalent method is
the use of 2D planar electrodes [21, 22]. In the past decade,
there has been a thrust in developing techniques to increase
the applied field in three dimensions, resulting in enhanced
DEP trapping and increased throughput. Such techniques
include electroplating electrodes [23], doping and etching sil-
icon [24], incorporating insulating structures (termed as in-
sulating DEP) [25], pyrolyzing photoresist to create 3D carbon
electrodes [26], and using liquid electrodes (termed contact-
less DEP) [27]. However, these 3D DEP systems have yet to be
applied toward the manipulation of nanoparticles. The mag-
nitude of the DEP force is proportional to the volume of the
particle and the gradient of the squared electric field (∇ |E|2).
To trap nanoparticles with DEP and overcome the hindering
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effects of Brownian motion, larger voltages can be applied.
Increased voltages, though, may cause unwanted effects in-
cluding electrolysis, electrochemical reactions, or Joule heat-
ing. Alternatively, the DEP force can be increased with sub-
micrometer electrode geometries. Submicrometer electrodes
for DEP systems have been fabricated using electron-beam
lithography [6,28–30] and ion-beam milling [31], though these
procedures may become expensive and time consuming.
DNA [6, 28, 29], single-protein molecules [30], and nanopar-
ticles [31] have been captured with planar electrode gaps
ranging from 26 to 500 nm. However, these electrode sys-
tems are coplanar. There is an inherent advantage of using
3D electrodes, as they have been shown to produce stronger
DEP-trapping forces at least two orders of magnitude greater
than planar electrodes of similar geometry [32]. Electrokinetic
probes have been developed where electrodes were fabricated
on the end of a pulled glass pipette [33, 34]. The pipette was
mounted on the end of a nanomanipulator and DEP was used
for the trapping and positioning of individual cells. However,
the length scale of these electrodes was on the order of mi-
crometers and the trapping of submicrometer particles was
not demonstrated. These pipette-based DEP systems have
the benefit of isolating, trapping, transporting, and position-
ing biological cells in three dimensions. Submicrometer elec-
trokinetic probes enable the controlled concentration, deliv-
ery, or extraction of subcellular entities including DNA and
nanoparticles.

In this manuscript, we report an inexpensive fabri-
cation procedure to create high-aspect ratio electrokinetic
nanoprobes that have trapped nanoparticles at voltages of
1 Vrms or less. This voltage is generally lower than required to
electrolyze water, making the probe suitable for nanoparticle
manipulation. The trapping mechanism is a combination of
DEP and electrohydrodynamics. The electrokinetically gen-
erated microfluidics dramatically increase the effective trap-
ping range compared to DEP alone. Numerical simulations
of the nanoprobe demonstrate that the resultant Joule heat-
ing is <1 K at conductivity levels of typical biological media
(1 S/m). This work has three distinct characteristics that sep-
arate it from other DEP studies that trap nanoparticles. First,
the fabrication procedure herein involves a straightforward
technique that does not involve nanolithography. A directed
self-assembly technique of a metal alloy is used to generate
long-aspect ratio 3D sub-500-nm nanoprobes. Second, the
nanoprobe is assembled on the end of a tapered glass mi-
cropipette, enabling robust user-handling capabilities. Third,
the nanoprobe geometry produces AC electrohydrodynamic
flow that carries nanoparticles from the bulk solution toward
the trapping region, greatly expanding the effective trapping
range of the nanoprobe compared to DEP alone.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Theory

The interfacial polarization of the suspended particle is a
function of the dielectric properties (permittivity, conductiv-

ity) of both the particle and surrounding fluid. In addition, the
polarizability of a particle is a function of the AC frequency.
The time-averaged DEP force for a homogenous, spherical
particle is:

〈FDEP〉 = 2��ma3Re [ fCM] ∇ |E|2 , (1)

fCM = �̃p − �̃m

�̃p + 2�̃m
, (2)

where a is the radius of the particle, E is the electric field,
and fCM is the Clausius–Mossotti factor. Subscripts p and m
refer to the dielectric constants of the particle and medium,
respectively. The complex permittivity is �̃ = � − i�/� where
� is permittivity, � is AC frequency, and � is conductivity.
DEP forces are AC frequency dependent and can be used for
particle sorting [35]. Sorting relies on the real part of fCM,
which has a range of −0.5 to +1.0. When Re[fCM] is greater
than zero, the particle moves toward the higher field gradients
(pDEP); when it is less than zero, the particle is repelled from
these regions (nDEP).

A particle moving in a fluid experiences Stokes drag force
with Fdrag = −fu, where f is the friction factor of the particle
and u is the particle velocity. The resultant velocity of a sub-
micrometer particle moving under an applied force can be
considered translating at its terminal velocity [11, 36]. The
friction factor for a spherical particle is f = 6�a�, where � is
fluid viscosity. The velocity of a particle moving under applied
dielectrophoretic forces is vDEP = FDEP/f.

Equation (1) assumes a homogeneous particle. This as-
sumption is not consistent with a biological cell’s hetero-
geneous structure. Traditionally, an “effective” homogenous
dielectric value is substituted for cells to simplify analysis [10].
In addition, the above DEP theory is based on the approxi-
mation that a dipole is induced in a particle. For most DEP
applications, this assumption accurately depicts the behavior
of the particle; however, higher order poles (called multipoles)
can be induced. Multipoles are induced when the particle is
subjected to highly nonuniform electric fields that are on
the length scale of the particle itself. Multipoles have multi-
ple charge centers contained within the particle that interacts
with the electric field differently than the assumed dipole [37].

The root-mean-square (RMS) Brownian motion displace-
ment (in one dimension) of a particle is given by:

�x =
√

kBTt/3�a�, (3)

where kB is Boltzman’s constant, T is temperature, and t is the
period of observation. The RMS Brownian motion displace-
ment for 1 s (t = 1 s) is vBM. For example, a 1.0 nm particle
suspended in a 298 K medium with � = 0.001 N s/m2, its
vBM is 21 �m/s. This variable has been used as a comparative
measure to determine whether an applied force can overcome
Brownian motion [38]. For example, a dielectrophoretic force
will overcome Brownian motion at vDEP > vBM.

In general, AC electrohydrodynamic motion is either
electrothermal or AC electroosmotic. Electrothermal hydro-
dynamics occur when the electric field acts upon temperature
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gradients in the media, which are the result of Joule heating.
The time-averaged electrothermal fluid body force is given by
[39, 40]:

〈f 〉e = 1

2
�m

[
(� − 	)

(∇T · E)

1 + (�
)2 E − 1

2
�∇T |E|2

]
, (4)

where T is temperature, � is (1/�)/(∂�/∂T), 	 is (1/�)/(∂�/∂T),
and 
 is the charge relaxation time with 
 = �m/�m. The first
term is called the Coulomb term and the second term is the
dielectric term, as these terms were derived from their respec-
tive elements within the electrical force density equation [40].
At high frequencies (�
 � 1), this equation simplifies to the
dielectric term only as the Coulomb term becomes negligible.
Typically, the Coulomb term provides a greater electrother-
mal fluid body force component and greater electrothermal
fluid velocities are observed at low-AC frequencies (�
 �1)
[40]. This expression is applicable to small increments of tem-
perature, for larger heating the influence of the temperature
on the electric field cannot be decoupled [39].

The temperature field is determined by the energy-
balance equation [41]:

�mc p (∂T/dt + (u · ∇) T ) = ∇ · (k∇T ) + 1

2
� |E|2 , (5)

where �m is the fluid density, k is thermal conductivity, cp is the
fluid heat capacitance, and 1/2�|E|2 is the time-averaged Joule-
heating term. Equation (5) simplifies to steady state for high
AC frequencies [42]. Convection is neglected after observation
of the system’s small thermal Peclet number, a dimensionless
number that is used to describe transport phenomena in
fluids. The thermal Peclet number is PeT = �mcpuoL/k � 1,
where uo and L are the characteristic velocity and length scale
of the system, respectively. Equation (5) simplifies to:

0 = k∇2T + 1

2
� |E|2 . (6)

AC electroosmosis (ACEO) is an electrohydrodynamic
phenomenon where the electric field induces mobile charges
at the interface between the fluid and electrode, and the
tangential component of the applied field acts upon these
charges resulting in a fluid slip condition on the electrode
surface [42–45]. For small applied potentials (V), the slip ve-
locity along the electrode surface is given by [46, 47]:

uslip = − �

4�
�

∂ | − V |2
∂x

, (7)

where the x direction is tangential to the electrode surface
and  is the potential just outside the double layer at the
electrode. The variable � accounts for the diminished voltage
across the Debye layer. This model is not valid for higher
voltages where Faradaic currents influence fluid velocity [44].
ACEO is greater than electrothermal flow at low frequencies
and low-fluid conductivities, but ACEO becomes negligible
at high conductivities [38].

A common characteristic of these electrokinetic mech-
anisms is that they are dependent on electric-field gradi-
ents: 〈FDEP〉 ∝ ∇ |E|2; 〈fe〉 ∝ ∇T , where �T ∝ E 2 and uslip ∝

∂|−V |2
∂x . Electrothermal fluid velocity is dependent on tem-

perature gradients, as opposed to the magnitude of the over-
all heating. Since large electric-field gradients are required
to produce strong DEP forces, the same fields also produce
large temperature gradients and, subsequently, electrother-
mal flow. Electrothermal fluid velocity scales as V4 (where V
is the applied voltage) [42] while DEP and ACEO scales as V2.
Electric-field gradients are strongest at electrode edges and
can be strengthened further with submicrometer electrode
features. However, DEP forces decrease exponentially from
electrode edges, limiting its effectiveness to regions close to
the electrode. AC electrohydrodynamics influence bulk fluid
motion, therefore, manipulating particles at a greater dis-
tance from the electrode. Obviously, these mechanisms can
be strengthened with larger applied potentials, but this may
generate excessive Joule heating, electrolysis, or other un-
wanted effects. Alternatively, designing such systems with
strong field gradients provide an effective means of driving
these electrokinetic mechanisms for nanoparticle manipula-
tion.

2.2 Experimental

2.2.1 Nanoprobe fabrication

The creation of the nanoprobes themselves is derived from
a technique that allows nanostructures to self-assemble from
a reaction between elemental gallium and silver [48]. First,
the end of a glass capillary tube was heated by a laser
and pulled apart using a Sutter Instruments Micro-Pipette
Puller (P-2000, Sutter Instruments), resulting in a sharp
tip. The resultant geometry of the pulled glass capillary
was tapered at approximately 2o to a final diameter of ap-
proximately 500 nm. After the capillary had been pulled,
a chromium layer (to promote adhesion) and subsequent
silver layer (approximately 300-nm thick) were sputtered
on its surface. Next, a frozen gallium droplet was melted
and thinly spread across a silicon substrate. The wafer
was submerged in a 0.1 M hydrochloric acid bath at 60�C
to prevent the formation of an oxidized skin on the out-
side of the gallium droplet. The silver-coated glass capil-
lary tube was placed in a nanomanipulator (World Precision
Instruments, PPM5000) and guided into a gallium droplet
(Fig. 1A). The silver that was exposed to the gallium forms nu-
cleation sites for silver–gallium assembly (Fig. 1A). Although
the number of silver–gallium assembly sites varies, the capil-
lary tip itself serves as a consistent assembly location, poten-
tially from the assumed longitudinal concentration gradient
of silver that dissolved from the tip [48]. The capillary was
left in the gallium droplet for approximately 2 min, allowing
for the silver–gallium self-assembly process to continue and
form defined nanorods (Fig. 1). The probe was then carefully
extracted from the droplet (Fig. 1), resulting in silver–gallium
nanoneedle mounted on the end of the capillary (Fig. 1). After
extraction, a thin layer of gold (100–150 nm) was sputtered
on the needle. The final diameter of the nanoprobes ranged
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Figure 1. This figure illustrates the procedure for creating the self-
assembled silver–gallium nanoneedles. (A) First, a silver-coated
glass capillary tube, which has been drawn, is inserted into a
droplet of gallium. (B) Next, silver–gallium nanorods will self-
assemble at various nucleation sites, including the capillary tip.
(C and D) A nanorod positioned on the tip of the capillary results
after careful extraction from the gallium droplet. (E) SEM im-
age of a gold-coated nanoprobe that is 163 nm in diameter and
8.0 �m in length.

from 150 to 500 nm. An example of one fabricated nanoprobe
with a gold coating is shown in Fig. 1E with a diameter of
163 nm.

The silver–gallium nanoneedles themselves serve as the
foundation of the electrokinetic DEP nanoprobe. Silver–
gallium needle diameters range from 50 to 300 nm and can
be up to 150 �m in length. They are distinguished from

other nanostructures (e.g., carbon nanotubes, semiconductor
and oxide nanowires, organic and biopolymer nanofibers) by
their extremely high-aspect ratio, low stiffness, high flexibil-
ity, ruggedness, high electrical conductivity, and ability to be
individually grown at selected locations and at room tempera-
ture, in a matter of minutes. Silver–gallium nanoneedles have
been used in a variety of applications, including atomic force
microscopy probes and to perform voltage lithography [48].
These self-assembled nanostructures have also been used for
force- and mass-sensing applications of solids and liquids
[49–51].

2.2.2 Experimental setup

The nanoprobe serves as one end of AC signal for the sub-
sequent electrokinetic experiments. An indium–tin oxide
coated cover slip serves as the grounded electrode, creating
a point-and-plate geometry. A droplet of colloidal solution
is placed on the cover slip. The tip of the nanoprobe was
positioned approximately 40 �m above the cover slip using
the nanomanipulator. A water-immersion 60X objective lens
(1.2 NA) mounted on an inverted microscope (Nikon Eclipse
Ti-U) images the solution onto a CCD camera (PCO 1600).
An illustration of the experimental setup is available in Sup-
porting Information Fig. 1. A bench top waveform generator
(Keithley 3390) was used to apply the AC signal.

2.3 Numerical simulation

A numerical simulation using multiphysics software (COM-
SOL Multiphysics, version 3.5) was used to model the electric
field and temperature. A schematic of the 2D axisymmet-
ric simulation space with boundary conditions is available
in Supporting Information Fig. 2. Although the geometry of
the nanoprobe varied experimentally, a fixed geometry was
chosen for numerical analysis. The modeled nanoprobe was
250 nm in diameter, 10-�m long, and mounted on the tip of
a 2o tapered pipette. The axis of the nanoprobe is orthogo-
nal to a planar-grounded electrode. The distance between the
nanoprobe tip and the ground plane is 40 �m. The simulation
space was large with respect to the region of interest near the
tip of the probe (4.0 mm by 1.0 mm).

The electric-field simulation was decoupled from tem-
perature simulation; the former was initially solved and its
electric-field solution was used to determine the tempera-
ture due to Joule heating. The electric field was found us-
ing Laplace’s equation for a homogeneous medium,∇2V = 0,
with E = −∇V and the boundary conditions shown in Sup-
porting Information Fig. 2. The applied voltage was 1.0 Vrms

and the fluid conductivity was 1 S/m. DEP was modeled
assuming a homogeneous spherical particle with a Clausius–
Mossotti factor of +1.0. The temperature was found using
Eq. (6) and with 1.0 W/K m for the thermal conductivity of
glass and 0.6 W/K m for the thermal conductivity of water.
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Figure 2. Numerical simulation results from a 250 nm diameter, 10 �m long nanoprobe at 1 Vrms in 1 S/m media. A portion of the 2D,
axisymmetric simulation space is shown. Results show (A) the gradient of the squared electric field (∇ |E|2) and (B) the temperature
increase due to Joule heating.

Figure 3. This graph compares RMS-Brownian motion displace-
ment for 1, 10, and 100 nm, and 1.0 �m particles with numerically
simulated DEP-induced velocities as a function of perpendicular
radial distance from the tip of the electrode. DEP velocities are
given at 1 Vrms and 2 Vrms.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Numerical simulations

The maximum electric-field magnitude is on the order of
107 V/m near the tip of the nanoprobe. The maximum gra-
dient of the squared electric field (∇ |E|2) is on the order of
1020 V2/m3 (Fig. 2A). In comparison, a 2D (planar) numer-
ical simulation of the same geometry provided a maximum
electric-field magnitude on the order of 106 V/m and maxi-
mum ∇ |E|2 on the order of 1018 V2/m3, corresponding to ap-
proximately 100 times weaker DEP force compared to the 3D

axisymmetric electrode simulation (data not shown). The na-
ture of the field gradient indicates that for pDEP the nanopar-
ticles will migrate toward the nanoprobe tip and shaft. The
corresponding increase in temperature due to Joule heating
of the fluid is <1.0 K (Fig. 2B). This low overall heating is
particularly important for temperature-sensitive applications,
including biological samples.

Figure 3 shows the RMS Brownian motion displacement
for 1 s, vBM, for particles from 1 to 1000 nm, together with
their respective DEP velocities (vDEP) as a function of radial
distance normal to the sidewall of the nanoprobe. DEP forces
were determined from numerical solutions at 1 and 2 Vrms.
Results show that relatively large DEP forces exist to trap
submicrometer colloids. However, these curves show that the
DEP force by itself does not provide large trapping distances
from the probe tip. A 100-nm particle needs to be within
2.3 �m of the tip to trap it using DEP force (1 Vrms), and a
10 nm particle needs to be within 350 nm (1 Vrms).

The previous numerical simulations were demonstrated
for an ideal homogeneous particle with a Clausius–Mossotti
factor of +1.0. The resultant electric fields, Joule heating,
and DEP forces can be scaled according to their respective
governing equations [38]. For example, doubling the fluid
conductivity would double the resultant Joule heating; dou-
bling the voltage would quadruple both the DEP force and
Joule heating.

These DEP-trapping distances are not large with respect
to the nanoprobe geometry; however, experimental results
demonstrated bulk microfluidic circulation that enabled a
greater rate of particle trapping than DEP alone. The resulting
vortex was induced from either electrothermal or ACEO elec-
trohydrodynamics. Future work will explore the nature of AC
electrohydrodynamics using these electrokinetic nanoprobes;
however, the expected vortex direction can be determined
through the application of Eqs. (4) and (7) to numerical sim-
ulations of the electric field (Figure 2). Supporting Informa-
tion Fig. 3 provides an illustration of the expected direction
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Figure 4. (left) A repulsive nDEP force of 200-nm fluorescent par-
ticles is demonstrated with an AC signal of 6 Vrms and 5 MHz. The
accumulation of particles with pDEP and electrohydrodynamics
at 0.6 Vrms and 600 kHz (right).

of vortex flow for low-frequency electrothermal flow domi-
nated by the Coulomb force (Supporting Information Fig. 3,
left) and for ACEO (Supporting information. Fig. 3, right).
The Coulomb term is proportional to ∇T |E |2 and its di-
rection is dictated by E. For constants � = −0.004/�C and
	 = 0.02/�C the resultant direction of electrothermal flow
is outward away from the tip of the nanoprobe. The high-
frequency case (�
 � 1) was neglected as the dielectric term
typically produces negligible flow [40]. For ACEO, the direc-
tion of the electric field produces a tangential component
(Et), which induces a force acting on charges on the electrode
surface resulting in fluid slip in that direction (Supporting
Information Fig. 3, right). This results in microfluidic circula-
tion opposite of low-frequency electrothermal flow, with fluid
circulating from the planar electrode toward the nanoprobe
tip.

Numerical results herein were for one specific nanoprobe
geometry to demonstrate the magnitude of the DEP force and
absence of significant Joule heating for trapping nanoparti-
cles. Future numerical simulations will characterize the elec-
trokinetic performance of the nanoprobe as a function of
its diameter and distance from the planar electrode surface.
In addition, future work will model the specific nature of
electrothermal flow and ACEO and compare results to fluid
velocity field acquired through microparticle image velocime-
try.

3.2 Experiments

Fluorescent polystyrene particles (200 nm, Fluoro-Max,
Thermo Scientific) are used as an aid in visualization of fluid
motion and particle capture. These particles were suspended
in deionized water with a measured conductivity of 5.5 ×
10−6 S/m. Particles are repelled (nDEP) from the nanoprobe
at an applied AC signal of 5 MHz and 6 Vrms, whereas rapid

accumulation of the particles with pDEP occurs at 600 kHz
and 0.6 Vrms (Fig. 4). The crossover frequency, i.e. where
Re[fCM] = 0, was observed to be approximately 3 MHz. In con-
junction with pDEP, electrohydrodynamic circulation was ob-
served. This circulation assists in the aggregation of fluores-
cent particles on the nanoprobe with the majority of trapping
occurring on the constant-diameter shaft of the nanoprobe
itself. From visual observations, the electrohydrodynamic
microfluidic vortex diameter was on the order of 100 �m.
A video of this experiment demonstrating attraction (pDEP),
electrohydrodynamic circulation, and repulsion (nDEP)
of these fluorescent particles is available in Supporting
Information.

Two gold nanoparticle samples were acquired and tested
to determine the smallest particle that could be trapped
using this electrokinetic nanoprobe. The first sample con-
sisted of gold nanoshells (silica core with outer gold shell) of
120 nm in diameter, which was fabricated using the Stöber
method [52, 53]. The second sample contained smaller gold
nanoparticles prepared by mixing a solution of gold chloride,
HAuCl4·3H2O, with sodium thiosulphate, Na2S2O3. This so-
lution was allowed to react at room temperature for approx-
imately 1 h, forming the nanoparticles [54]. This latter set
consisted of a variety of structures (hexagonal crystals, cylin-
drical rods, tetrahedron crystals, etc.) whose mean diameter
was measured to be approximately 35 nm (Malvern Instru-
ments, Zetasizer Nano ZS90) and geometrical length scale
ranged from 5 to 50 nm. Refer to Supporting Information for
additional information on the fabrication of the gold nanopar-
ticles.

The applied signal was kept constant at 200 kHz and
0.6 Vrms for the following DEP experiments with gold
nanoparticles. However, it was observed that pDEP occurred
for all tested AC frequencies (100–10 MHz); this character-
istic was expected since the electrical conductivity of gold
greatly exceeds that of the suspending medium, resulting in
a positive Re[fCM].

Results with the larger gold particles were similar to
the pDEP polystyrene experiments. The gold particles were
drawn to the end of the nanoprobe demonstrating that the
nanoprobe was strong enough to overcome Brownian motion
and other resistive forces. Figure 5 shows adhered 120 nm
gold particles at the end of a nanoprobe extracted from the
droplet after pDEP capture.

Attempting to trap the smaller gold nanoparticles (35 nm
mean diameter) at 1 Vrms resulted in different colloidal assem-
bly morphologies. The accumulation was highly anisotropic,
resembling a branched, fractal-like pattern of gold nanoparti-
cles (Fig. 6A). In comparison, the larger gold spherical parti-
cles (120 nm) accumulated uniformly around the end of the
nanoprobe. The smaller, irregular gold nanoparticles not only
accumulated and branched from the tip of the nanoprobe,
but the structures were formed on the sidewalls of the
nanoprobe and on the tapered pipette. When the voltage was
removed, these branched networks remained intact. It was
previously shown that gold nanoparticles can locally fuse at
currents above 1 mA, and retain their accumulated patterned
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Figure 5. This is an SEM image of 120 nm gold nanoshells
that remained on the nanoprobe after DEP capture and subse-
quent removal from the liquid droplet. Particles were trapped at
200 kHz and 0.6 Vrms.

geometry [55]. Similarly, our formations stay rigidly attached
to the nanoprobe and microelectrode. However, these forma-
tions broke off the nanoprobe when it was removed from
the droplet. SEM images of the remaining, adhered gold
nanoparticles are shown in Fig. 6B. The various gold nanopar-
ticle geometries and sizes are visible in an enhanced im-
age (Fig. 6C). Recall that the DEP force is proportional to
the volume of the particle, therefore larger particles within
this distributed nanoparticle sample would be more readily
trapped.

The gold nanoparticle branching (Fig. 6) is the result of
a dielectrophoretic effect known as “‘pearl-chaining" where
adjacent particles are attracted to each other due to their mu-
tual alignment with the electric field. Also, since the particles
themselves were conductive and nonspherical, their adhe-
sion to the nanoprobe would alter the electric field, creating
a high field gradient at their adhesion point. The resultant
localized region of field nonuniformity would attract addi-
tional gold nanoparticles, resulting in a branching pattern.
The assembly procedure of dielectrophoretic branching of
nanoparticle wires has been characterized previously [56,57].
Work by Bhatt and Velev [57] studied the nature and rate of
such assembly with coplanar electrodes using 12 to 15 nm
gold particles, characterizing their assembly as a function
of AC voltage, AC frequency, electrolyte concentration, me-
dia viscosity, and nanoparticle concentration. Results herein
demonstrate similar nanowire network formation using the
3D nanoprobe. The ability of maneuvering the nanoprobe
electrode enables intricate nanowire network patterning. Pre-
vious investigations have used chaining of 5 to 30 nm par-
ticles to create nanowires spanning gaps from 400 to 5 mm
[55,56]. Wire generation is demonstrated herein with the use
of two nanoprobes with an AC signal applied between them
(Figure 6D). The gold nanoparticles form a wire connecting
the two nanoprobes, primarily growing in the direction of

Figure 6. (A) Gold nanoparticles were grown in a branched,
fractal-like pattern on the nanoprobe and pipette using pDEP with
an applied signal of 200 kHz and 0.6 Vrms. (B) This is an SEM
image of trapped gold nanoparticles on the nanoprobe tip after
being extracted from the liquid droplet. (C) Shown is a zoomed-
in, enhanced portion of the extracted nanoparticles. (D) A gold
nanowire was grown between two electrokinetic probes as a re-
sult of dielectrophoresis and colloid pearl-chaining effects. The
applied signal was 200 kHz and 0.6 Vrms.

C© 2013 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim www.electrophoresis-journal.com
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the electric-field lines. Once the gold wire bridges the two
electrodes, the applied signal is shorted and no further chain-
ing is observed. Since each of these nanoprobes is mounted
on a glass capillary controlled by a nanomanipulator, the
length of the wire can be controlled by adjusting the probe
spacing.

The dielectrophoretic force was not quantitatively evalu-
ated from these experiments, as it is nontrivial for the cur-
rent experimental setup. First, visual observation of individ-
ual sub-200-nm particles is difficult due to optical limitations.
Second, DEP, electrothermal flow, and ACEO were simulta-
neously observed—a separate series of experiments are nec-
essary to differentiate DEP particle translation from motion
caused by electrohydrodynamics.

Future experimental work will modify the fabrication
procedure for enhanced electrokinetic performance. For in-
stance, a multilayered fabrication procedure to create a coaxial
or triaxial nanoprobe would eliminate the need for a planar
counter electrode. A carefully designed triaxial nanoprobe
would enable trapping of suspended nanoparticles with nDEP
[8]. The electrokinetic shielding from the coaxial/triaxial
design would increase the electric field and temperature
gradients due to localized field interactions at its tip. A
reduction in overall temperature would also be expected.
Further, multiple nanoprobes could be used for enhanced
nDEP trapping, similar to [32], or electrorotation charac-
terization [58] of nanoparticles. Future work will measure
the resultant electrohydrodynamic flows using microparticle
image velocimetry to investigate electrothermal and ACEO
hydrodynamics.

4 Concluding remarks

In conclusion, the long-aspect ratio, 3D nanoprobes enhances
DEP trapping of nanoparticles with the coupling of electro-
hydrodynamics. These electrokinetic mechanisms occur with
the added benefit of low overall heating. The ability to mount,
translate, and position one or more electrokinetic nanoprobes
provides a degree of flexibility for its application includ-
ing colloid aggregation or assembly. The dielectrophoretic
nanoprobe trapped nanoparticles with a mean diameter of
35 nm at an applied potential of 1 Vrms. This work provides
the foundation for future electrokinetic investigations using
nanoprobes as an efficient tool for controlled manipulation
of colloids.
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Supplemental Figure 1. This illustrates the experimental "point-and-plate" setup 
for dielectrophoretic testing of the nanoprobe with a droplet of colloidal solution.  



Supplemental Figure 2. This illustrates the numerical simulation space and 
boundary conditions for the electric field and temperature models.  



Supplement Figure 3. This illustrates the electrohydrodynamic–microfluidic 
vortex circulation for (left) low-frequency electrothermal fluid flow and (right) 
ACEO. 






Creation of Gold Nanoshells (120 nm) 
 
The 120 nm gold nanoshells were prepared as described in Patel et al. (2012) via the Stöber 
method. 14 mL of Ammonium Hydroxide (NH4OH, 30 %, Sigma) was mixed with 225 mL of 
Absolute Ethanol (C2H5OH, 99.5 %, Sigma). 7.5 mL of Tetraethyl Ortho-silicate solution 
(TEOS, 99.999 %, Sigma) was added and stirred overnight. Silica nanoparticles were 
functionalized by 3-Aminopropyl Trimethoxysilane (APTES, 99 %, Sigma). Silica particles 
(approximately 200 mg) were dispersed in 45 mL 90 % ethanol solution (which contained 4 % 
APTES) in a 50 mL plastic tube. This was sonicated in a 75 oC bath at 30 minute cycles for four 
hours. After sonication, the sample was placed on a rotator at room temperature for 20 hours. 
Silica particles were separated via centrifugation and resuspended in neat alcohol. 
 
Gold colloids (2-4 nm) were prepared using the method by Duff et al. (1993). The sample was 
aged three weeks at 4 °C. The gold colloid sample was concentrated (10X) through rotary 
evaporation and then mixed with the aminated silica nanoparticles. The gold colloids would 
attach to the silica nanoparticles, acting as nucleation sites for the subsequent step. The growth of 
the gold shell occurred by the reduction of gold from Hydrogen Tetrachloroaurate (III) Hydrate 
(HAuCl4) in the presence of Formaldehyde (HCOH). HAuCl4 solution was prepared by adding 
3.0 mL of 1.0 wt % HAuCl4 to 200 mL Potassium Carbonate (K2CO3, 99.7 %) solution (50 mg 
of K2CO3 in 200 mL DI water) and aged for two days before use.  
 
 
Creation of Gold Nanoparticles (5-50 nm) 
 
Gold nanoparticles were fabricated as described by Sun et al. (2012). Nanoparticles were 
synthesized directly by adding 3 mM Na2S2O3 solution into 1.7 mM HAuCl4 solution with the 
volumetric ratio of 2.8 (HAuCl4:Na2S2O3). The solution was gently shaken for 15 s then allowed 
to react at room temperature for one hour. The solution were then centrifuged (12000g for 20 
minutes) to remove most of the gold colloid by-products. Pellets were collected and subsequent 
supernatants were spun down again to increase yield. Centrifugation was performed three times. 
 
The particle mean diameter was 35 nm as measured by the Zetasizer Nano ZS90 (Malvern 
Instruments). Nanoparticle geometry was varied including rods, crystals, plates, and other non-
spherical shapes.  
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